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Abstract

The task of Knowledge-grounded Dialogue001
(KGD) generation, which intentionally invokes002
external knowledge resources to produce nat-003
ural and informative responses, has been a004
popular topic these years. Empowered by the005
large-scale pretrained language models, exist-006
ing methods have demonstrated impressive per-007
formance on this task. However, the hallucina-008
tion problem remains a serious problem, caus-009
ing unpredictable factual errors in the generated010
results. Although serious efforts try to allevi-011
ate this phenomenon by data pre-processing012
or fact-checking, these methods still heavily013
rely on assistance from external tools or re-014
sources. Inspired by counterfactual reasoning,015
we propose a lightweight and independent anti-016
hallucination mechanism in KGD by conduct-017
ing a causal effect analysis. Our example im-018
plementation’s benchmark and human evalua-019
tion results show that our method can signifi-020
cantly reduce hallucination without disrupting021
the model performance. We hope our efforts022
can call for more attention to utilizing causal023
inference to solve relevant issues.024

1 Introduction025

Developing a dialogue system that can commu-026

nicate with human beings naturally and informa-027

tively has always been the goal of the generation028

of researchers (Weizenbaum, 1966; Colby et al.,029

1971). The task of Knowledge-grounded Dialogue030

(KGD) Generation, which aims at grounding the031

model-generated dialogues on various knowledge032

sources (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018; Dinan et al.,033

2018), was proposed with this expectation. De-034

spite the excellent generation ability on fluency035

and grammaticality, the newly proposed, pretrained036

language model-based KGD methods (Lian et al.,037

2019; Xu et al., 2021; Zheng and Huang, 2021) are038

found to suffer from a severe problem of knowledge039

hallucination (Honovich et al., 2021; Huang et al.,040

2021), i.e., models may produce seemingly plausi-041

ble responses with factual errors. This jeopardiz- 042

ing phenomenon spawns a series of studies on its 043

causes (Ishii et al., 2022), evaluation metrics (Dziri 044

et al., 2021b; Honovich et al., 2021) and mitigation 045

solutions (Shen et al., 2021; Rashkin et al., 2021). 046

According to these investigations, an established 047

opinion is that one major source of hallucination 048

is the (mis)-use of wrong knowledge to describe 049

factual content (Kryściński et al., 2020; Dziri et al., 050

2021a), especially the ill-matched knowledge or 051

the irrelevant contents that may activate parametric 052

knowledge bias of the pretrained models1 (Longpre 053

et al., 2021; Ishii et al., 2022). 054

Therefore, one straightforward solution to mit- 055

igate the hallucination in KGD is to ensure the 056

quality of the induced knowledge via data pre- 057

processing, e.g., Shen et al. propose a measurement 058

based on seven attributes of the dialogue quality, 059

filtering out the untrustworthy samples. However, 060

such methods heavily rely on the performance of 061

the data cleaning tools and are not so flexible when 062

adapting to new data. Another popular solution is 063

adding fact-checking components in the generation 064

model, such as knowledge path encoding (Shuster 065

et al., 2021) or retriever-in-the-loop training (Dziri 066

et al., 2021a), which also requires the assistance 067

of high-quality external knowledgeable resources. 068

Indeed, how to concisely, independently, and adap- 069

tively mitigate hallucination remains an important 070

challenge for the KGD community. 071

In this paper, we invoke the insights from coun- 072

terfactual reasoning and causal inference (Pearl 073

et al., 2000; Pearl, 2001) to investigate this ques- 074

tion. After formulating the structural causal model 075

of KGD, we analyze that the knowledge resources 076

can be purified by maximizing the natural indirect 077

effect (NIE) of dialogue history on the generation 078

result. Based on the analysis, we propose a coun- 079

terfactual decoding mechanism to reduce hallucina- 080

1We reproduce and conduct an analysis on these hallucina-
tion phenomenon of different causes in Appendix.
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tion in KGD generating process without leveraging081

external knowledge sources. As illustrated in Fig-082

ure 1, we introduce two scenarios, conventional083

KGD and counterfactual KGD, to estimate the NIE084

calculation, which can be defined as follows:085

Conventional KGD: What will the response R be,086

if machine is given the historical dialogue D, and087

external knowledge K?088

Counterfactual KGD: What R would the machine089

say, if it only knows K, but is not in a chat as D?090

The assumed counterfactual KGD depicts the091

scenario where dialogue D is unavailable. In this092

case, we can estimate how the external knowledge093

itself activates the generative model. By subtract-094

ing it from the conventional KGD, we naturally095

utilize the dialogue history to eliminate the irrele-096

vant or even mismatched knowledge information097

from the generation. This method only modifies098

the model inference phase, requires no external re-099

sources, and may be appropriately implemented in100

different generative models.101

For evaluation, we employ a large-scale Chi-102

nese KGD benchmark KdConv (Zhou et al., 2020b)103

to estimate our implementation instance, along104

with fine-grained hallucination human evaluations105

as (Dziri et al., 2021b). We also conduct online106

tests to measure the usability of the modified model.107

Experimental results show this approach can miti-108

gate the hallucination without significantly compro-109

mising dialogue quality and generation efficiency110

while adapting to different models.111

The main contribution of this paper is three-112

fold: 1) an investigation of the task of Knowledge-113

grounded Dialogue (KGD) from a casual view; 2) a114

proposal of a counterfactual decoding mechanism115

for anti-hallucination in this task; 3) an implementa-116

tion example and its detailed experimental analysis117

for further exploration in KGD task.118

2 Problem Formulation119

We begin with formulating the KGD task and intro-120

ducing its several fundamental concepts.121

Dialogue History is a set of conversational ut-122

terances between two speakers, formally denoted123

as D = {U1, S1, ..., Ut−1, St−1, Ut}, where Ui and124

Si are sentences made of words, belonging to the125

user and the dialogue system respectively. Spe-126

cially, Ut from the user is also called the Query.127

External Knowledge contains multiple pieces128

of information associated with the dialogue topics,129

which is denoted as K = {ki}|K|
i=1, where ki is a130
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Figure 1: (a) Casual graph for KGD; (b) Comparison
between conventional KGD (left) and counterfactual
KGD (right). White nodes are at the value D = d and
K = k while gray ones are at D = d∗ and K = k∗.

piece of knowledge information. 131

Knowledge-grounded Dialogue (KGD) Gen- 132

eration can be formally defined as: given the dia- 133

logue history D, the target of this task is to generate 134

a response R for the t-th round query Ut with the 135

help of the external knowledge pool K. 136

3 Structural Causal Model of KGD 137

In this section, we formally construct the structural 138

causal model of the Knowledge-grounded Dialogue 139

Generation (KGD) task, which provides insights 140

into our counterfactual anti-hallucination decoding 141

strategy from a causal view. 142

Structural Causal Model (SCM) is a fundamental 143

tool of causal inference, which formally describes 144

the interactions among the causal features of a cer- 145

tain task (Pearl et al., 2000; Pearl, 2001; Robins, 146

2003). To explore the causal story behind the hallu- 147

cination phenomenon of this task, we construct its 148

SCM in two stages: 1) formulating the causal graph 149

according to the general KGD paradigm; 2) analyz- 150

ing the potential shortcut of existing methods via 151

causal effect analysis for proposing solution. 152

Note that in following presentation, we use cap- 153

italization for certain random variables (e.g., D 154

for dialogue history D), and lowercase letters for 155

values taken by them (e.g., the value D = d). 156

3.1 Causal Graph 157

Causal Graph (Pearl et al., 2000) is a directed 158

acyclic graph G = {N , E}, which indicates how a 159

set of variables N interact with each others through 160

the causal relational links E , e.g., X → Y indicates 161
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that variable Y can only obtain value by its prereq-162

uisite variable X .163

The causal graph of the task of KGD is illus-164

trated in Figure 1a, which is highly general and165

applicable to a variety of models (Zhou et al., 2018;166

Ghazvininejad et al., 2018; Gopalakrishnan et al.,167

2019). Utilizing the language of nodes and links,168

we study the existing model formulations as:169

Node D (Input Dialogue History). As intro-170

duced in Section 2, the historical dialogue utter-171

ances are basic input features of the KGD task.172

Node K (Relevant External Knowledge). The173

beneficial and relevant knowledge selected from all174

the external knowledge pool K = {ki}|K|
i=1. Such175

knowledge is leveraged on adding information to176

the dialogue models (Zheng and Huang, 2021).177

Link D → K (Knowledge Selector). This178

stage is commonly defined as Knowledge Selec-179

tion, which retrieves the most appropriate external180

knowledge based on the current dialogue state as:181

K := fK(D) (1)182

where node K is causally formed by D, and func-183

tion fK refers to the knowledge selection stage.184

Node C (Dialogue Context). The final input of185

the response generation model, which is formed by186

the combination of dialogue history and selected187

knowledge via techniques such as encoding inte-188

gration (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018) and attentional189

embedding concatenation (Zhou et al., 2018).190

Link D → C and K → C (Contextual Fea-191

ture Builder). The procedure of the joint modeling192

of the feature of dialogue D and knowledge K to193

construct dialogue context feature C as:194

C := fC(D,K) (2)195

where C contains the direct causal effect from both196

dialogue history and given knowledge, and function197

fC refers to the dialogue context modeling stage.198

Node R (Response). The feature of the response199

content corresponds to the current dialogue query,200

which is the target output of the whole task.201

Link C → R (Response Generator). The202

procedure of generating the response according203

to input context, mostly performs as a decoding204

process of dialogue models (Zhou et al., 2018) or205

pretrained language models (Bao et al., 2021).206

R := fR(C) (3)207

where function fR refers to the generative process,208

and response R is caused by the input context C.209

3.2 Causal Effect Analysis. 210

The variables of the KGD task naturally follow 211

the above causal dependencies during the whole 212

training and inference processes. However, the con- 213

ventional KGD models can only observe the out- 214

put generation results R of the entire graph when 215

given the input D and K, lacking the understand- 216

ing of how these elements affect the final gener- 217

ated response. Fortunately, causal inference (Pearl 218

and Mackenzie, 2018) provides analytical tools for 219

opening black-box models, with which we can di- 220

rectly manipulate the values of several nodes and 221

conduct effect analysis. Next, we formally intro- 222

duce these causal tools and then employ them to 223

analyze the shortcut of the current KGD paradigm. 224

Counterfactual and do-operation. Counterfac- 225

tual means “contrary to the facts” (Roese, 1997), 226

which is proposed to analyze the role of variables 227

by assigning them hypothetical values. Such think- 228

ing is grounded with the approach do-operation, 229

denoted as do(·). It cuts off the in-coming links of 230

a variable and requires it to take a certain dummy 231

value, e.g., do(D = d∗) in Figure 1b represents 232

that dialogue is set to a hypothetical value d∗, and 233

its post variable K is correspondingly adjusted2. 234

Causal Effect. This term reflects the compar- 235

isons between two potential outcomes of the same 236

individual variable from factual and counterfac- 237

tual scenarios (Rubin, 1978; Robins, 1986), i.e., 238

“What if I do ..., compared with I had done ...”, and 239

thereby conduct a causal-aware mediation analysis. 240

Note that the causal effect contains a variety of 241

types (Pearl, 2001), and they are selected appropri- 242

ately by researchers according to the purpose. 243

Along with these causal approaches, we analyze 244

how to alleviate the hallucination and lift the quality 245

of the generation results. As discussed in Section 246

1, it is proven that one of the causes of the hallu- 247

cination phenomenon in KGD is the noises from 248

the supplement external knowledge K, especially 249

when it is ill-matched knowledge or it contains sev- 250

eral dialogue-irrelevant contents. Therefore, it is 251

crucial to filter out irrelevant effects introduced by 252

K to the dialogue D as much as possible. Such 253

an issue can be resolved by considering the dia- 254

logue D’s Natural Indirect Effect (NIE) on gen- 255

eration result R, which isolates the information 256

flow of D → K → C → R from the total effect 257

and weakens the effect caused by K → C → R 258

2As knowledge node K is only caused by dialogue node
D, we take K := fK(d∗) = k∗ for clear presentation.
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Decoding Process

Counterfactual KGD

  
Before Sunrise is a romantic drama film .... released in the United
States on... The film tells the story of American young man Jesse and
a French schoolgirl Celine who meet on the train and  ... 

This film is actually very simple. It is about a young man
and a woman who meet on a train, then get to know each
other, and finally fall in love. Although the plot is simple,
the movie is very classic and romantic (√).

Before Sunrise is an American romantic drama about a
young American man who falls in love with a French
schoolgirl, but ends up not being together (×). 

Conventional KGD 

Anti-Hallu. KGD 

Generated Response

 fR(Cd*, k*)  

fR(Cd, k) 

I know something about it. It's an American affectional
movie,  and is quite romantic.

You know the movie Before Sunrise?

Can you tell me about the plot?

Logits( fc(d,k) ) Logits( fc(d*,k*) ) Logits( fc(d,k) - fc(d*,k*) )

The film tells the story of a pair of lovers regretted
to break up (×) due to the gap in time and space.

Conventional KGD

Counterfactual KGD  

D (Dialogue History) K (Knowledge)

Figure 2: An illustration of counterfactual decoding. Anti-Hallu. is abbreviated from Anti-Hallucination. The
hallucination in KGD (such as Break up) is probably caused by knowledge bias in pretrained models (e.g., relevant
movies in the corpus are mostly bad-ending). This mechanism encourages to improve the NIE of the dialogue D.

alone. This NIE can be formally calculated by259

following steps: 1) building the counterfactual sce-260

nario where the knowledge K = k∗ selection and261

modeling process is conducted without dialogue262

D, i.e., d∗ = Null; 2) removing the impact of this263

dialogue-irrelevant knowledge parts based on the264

original results, denoted as:265

NIE = fR(Cd,k)− fR(Cd∗,k∗) (4)266

where Cd,k and Cd∗,k∗ correspond to fc(d, k) and267

fc(d
∗, k∗). The first term is from the original graph268

and the second one is from the counterfactual, as269

illustrated in Figure 1b.270

In summary, after formulating the Structural271

Causal Model of KGD, we invoke the Natural Indi-272

rect Effect (NIE) to enhance the information flow273

D → K → C → R for lifting the generation274

quality. Such analysis encourages us to conduct275

an appropriate subtraction with a counterfactual276

scenario (D = d∗), which provides enlightening277

insights for the upcoming technical exploration.278

4 Implementation279

Since the optimization direction has been analyzed280

in a causal view, how to pragmatically implement281

such NIE in improving the existing KGD paradigm282

arises as a new challenge. In this section, we pro-283

pose a simple but effective approach that performs284

the required subtraction operation of NIE during285

the model decoding process.286

Figure 2 shows a generation sample of our anti-287

hallucination decoding mechanism, where the orig-288

inal generation process is synchronized with the289

counterfactual (D = d∗), and the subtraction is290

conducted on the token searching stage. This solu- 291

tion preserves some natural advantages: 1) Tuning- 292

free: this method only works on the inference stage, 293

requiring no additional labeled data or attribute 294

model training; 2) High-Efficiency: the parallel 295

processes can be performed simultaneously in one 296

batch for avoiding a significant increase of running 297

time. There are several major technical details dur- 298

ing our implementation, including: 299

Knowledge Processing. Calculating above NIE 300

contains two components. fR(Cd,k) is from the 301

original generation process while the fR(Cd∗,k∗) 302

is under counterfactual setting, where dialogue 303

history D is empty. To maintain the comparabil- 304

ity of the two processes, we convert the external 305

knowledge into question-answer pairs, which helps 306

the counterfactual process generate an appropriate 307

dialogue-like response. 308

Bi-decoding Strategy. Let us denote R = r as 309

the final result of the generated response, where 310

r = [wi]
|r|
1 and wi ∈ V is the ith token of it, given 311

the language vocabulary V. For language mod- 312

els (Brown et al., 2020), when given a probability 313

distribution p, the widely-employed approach is to 314

generate text by maximizing the conditional proba- 315

bility. In our decoding process, the i + 1th token 316

wi+1 of response is searched as follows: 317

gi = Cd,k ∥ w[1:i] (5) 318

ĝi = Cd∗,k∗ ∥ w[1:i] (6) 319

wi+1 = argmax (p (gi)− λ(i) · p (ĝi)) ∈ V (7) 320

where ∥ is the operation of string concatenation, 321

w[1:i] is the previous generated response tokens 322

at step i. Note that the two processes share the 323
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Table 1: The statistics of the human evaluation protocol,
where Avg-length represents the average of utterance
length. Hallucination specifically refers to the halluci-
nation annotation on the KdConv generated results.

Annotation Participants Label Avg-length

Hallucination 100 75,000 12.8
Human-Chatbot 50/50 18,000 9.6

generated tokens. The decay function λ(i) is em-324

pirically designed to prevent the generation ability325

from being counteracted, as two processes’ inputs326

are increasingly convergent during decoding.327

5 Experiment328

5.1 Experimental Setting329

Previous studies (Liu et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017)330

have empirically revealed that the correlation be-331

tween automatic metrics and human judgments is332

weak in evaluating dialogue systems. Therefore,333

except for automatic benchmark evaluation, we334

conduct manual human evaluation when analyzing335

detailed method performance. Moreover, we also336

perform fine-grained hallucination annotation ac-337

cording to (Dziri et al., 2021b) and host online tests338

to analyze the practical performance of our method339

further. The experimental settings include:340

Model Setup. Our implementation mainly em-341

ploys the Chinese-versioned GLM with 10B pa-342

rameters (Du et al., 2022) as the backbone dialogue343

generation model, which is trained on 302GB raw344

Chinese data collected from multiple Chinese web-345

sites. And the 2.9B pretrained Transformer-XL346

(CTXL) (Dai et al., 2019) is also utilized for com-347

parison. The decay function is implemented as348

λ (i) = αi−1, where α is set to 0.3. The model is349

deployed with a server of 8 Nvidia V100 GPUs,350

Intel CPU cores and 376GB Memory. For online351

tests, we employ the Xlore2 (Jin et al., 2019) as the352

external knowledge base.353

Dataset and Baselines. As our implementation354

is in Chinese, we employ KdConv (Zhou et al.,355

2020b), a large Chinese knowledge-grounded di-356

alogue benchmark instead of the widely-used En-357

glish WoW dataset (Dinan et al., 2018). KdConv358

preserves over 4.5K conversations and 86K utter-359

ances from three topics: Film, Music, Travel.360

We reproduce several recent typical pretrained361

models on this benchmark for comparison, in-362

cluding pretrained general language models and363

dialogue-specific models. The selected baselines364

include: • CPM-2 (Zhang et al., 2021) is the first 365

GPT-architecture Chinese language model, and we 366

employ its 11B version dense model and adapt it 367

to KGD task; • CDial-GPT (Wang et al., 2020) 368

is a pretrained dialogue model, trained on LCCC 369

conversation corpus with 95.5M parameters; • 370

EVA (Zhou et al., 2021) is an excellent 2.8B pa- 371

rameter Chinese dialogue model based on WDC- 372

dialogue dataset; • PLATO-KAG3: Huang et al. 373

proposes a joint modeling strategy for KGD task, 374

upon the PLATO-XL (Bao et al., 2021). 375

Evaluation Metrics. As for the KdConv bench- 376

mark, we select its several original metrics for gen- 377

erative dialogue models: (1) BLEU-1/2/4 (Pap- 378

ineni et al., 2002) is a famous metric to compute 379

the k-gram overlap between a generated sentence 380

and a reference (Sordoni et al., 2015). (2) Distinct- 381

1/2/4 (Li et al., 2016) is designed to evaluates the di- 382

versity of generated responses. Since these metrics 383

only considers the quality of dialogue, we conduct 384

hallucination-aware annotation upon benchmark 385

generation results as (3) Hallucination, which in- 386

cludes three subcategories: Factual, Spurious and 387

Generic, corresponding to the ratio of the scenario 388

where the generated content contains factual, spuri- 389

ous or no knowledgeable information. 390

We also follow existing dialogue researches (Bao 391

et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2021) to conduct human- 392

chatbot dialogue evaluation, which empirically 393

employs utterance-level metrics as: Coherence: 394

whether the response is relevant and consistent 395

with the context, Informativeness: whether the re- 396

sponse is informative, Inconsistency↓: whether the 397

response has conflicts with the dialogue context, 398

Hallucination↓: whether the response contains any 399

factual errors. Note that the Coherence and Infor- 400

mativeness scale is [0, 1, 2], whose higher score 401

indicates a better performance. Meanwhile, the 402

scale of Inconsistency and Hallucination is [0, 1], 403

whose lower score indicates a better performance. 404

Human Evaluation Protocol. We recruit 100 405

people, mostly Chinese university students, to com- 406

plete our human evaluations: hallucination annota- 407

tion and human-chatbot dialogue evaluation. 408

In hallucination annotation, the utterances from 409

different methods are mixed, and each one is la- 410

3https://github.com/sserdoubleh/plato/
tree/develop/projects/PLATO-KAG. But the
publicly available version is only for English datasets
WoW (Dinan et al., 2018) and Holl-E (Moghe et al., 2018).
Therefore we translate the KdConv dataset into English and
conduct adaptation on it. The results is for reference only.
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Method BLEU Distinct Hallucination(%)

Metric-1 Metric-2 Metric-4 Metric-1 Metric-2 Metric-4 Factual Generic Spurious

CPM 29.27 12.81 3.99 4.57 29.53 73.25 28.57 30.71 40.71
CDial-GPT 25.06 5.50 0.54 3.49 18.99 54.19 3.60 60.43 35.97
EVA 21.46 5.03 0.22 3.80 18.94 44.86 11.35 64.54 24.11
PLATO-KAG3 28.08 7.87 1.92 3.77 28.01 71.30 10.34 8.28 81.38

CTXL w/o AH 25.81 9.56 3.56 3.97 37.07 86.90 23.86 26.40 49.75
CTXL w/ AH 23.77 8.27 2.96 3.93 37.09 87.30 36.04 33.50 30.45

GLM w/o AH 23.11 9.98 4.40 3.63 31.59 78.94 46.11 20.21 38.95
GLM w/ AH 24.81 10.28 4.29 2.46 25.62 73.36 61.65 21.02 17.33

Table 2: The overall performance of comparison methods on KdConv. Hallucination metrics are the ratios of
factual, generic, and spurious utterances. “w/o AH” and “w/ AH” represents the setting of without and with our
anti-hallucination decoding mechanism. The values in bold are emphasized for discussion.

beled by 3 annotators under a double-blind setting,411

and the label is confirmed by majority voting. Be-412

sides, we conduct human-chatbot dialogue evalua-413

tion, and this annotation team is divided into two414

50-member groups. One group is required to chat415

with required models for generating real-world di-416

alogues, while the other group aims to triply an-417

notate the utterances produced by the prior one.418

To ensure the fairness of the evaluation, the topics419

and initial rounds of conversation are uniformly re-420

stricted. We preserve sessions over 5 rounds. Table421

1 presents the statistics of our human evaluation.422

5.2 Overall Performance423

We first analyze the overall performance of our424

method on the KdConv benchmark. Except for the425

previously given results, we reproduce the baseline426

models via Prompting (Liu et al., 2021), and con-427

duct hallucination annotation upon the generation428

results. Each method generates five responses on429

the given dialogue session, and Table 2 presents430

their average values after the significance test. In431

general, our proposed method can effectively allevi-432

ate the hallucination in KGD without significantly433

degrading the performance of other metrics. Based434

on these results, our primary observations include:435

First, the hallucination of the generated results436

is indeed reduced after counterfactual decoding,437

whether employing GLM or CTXL as the back-438

bone. Meanwhile, this mechanism can preserve439

the original features of the models (e.g., CTXL440

still performs better at Distinct), which indicates441

its pretty good adaptability on pretrained models.442

Second, the counterfactual KGD decoding is not443

determined to significantly drop dialogue quality.444

The experimental results show that the model per-445

formance fluctuates only slightly on different met-446

rics, considering the instability of the automatic 447

evaluation of the generated model (Post, 2018). 448

GLM performs better after counterfactual decoding 449

on BLEU, and CXTL performs better on Distinct, 450

suggesting that our adjustments do not inevitably 451

result in specific adverse effects. 452

Third, our approach tends to affect almost 453

only the hallucination compared with the perfor- 454

mance differences brought by the models them- 455

selves. Meanwhile, we find that the dialogue 456

models (CDial-GPT, EVA) prefer to generate low- 457

information content (Generic) to prevent mistakes, 458

while our approach not only avoids errors (Spuri- 459

ous), but also prefers factual content, which is a 460

phenomenon worth further investigation. 461

5.3 Result Analysis 462

The overall evaluation raises several issues to be 463

further investigated, especially how the hallucina- 464

tion is refined on generated responses. Therefore, 465

we conduct detailed observations that includes: 466

Fine-grained Annotation. Based on the genera- 467

tion results, we follow (Dziri et al., 2021b) to con- 468

duct fine-grained hallucination annotation, which 469

requires each utterance to be annotated to a taxon- 470

omy, including Entailment, Generic, Off-Topic and 471

Contradiction. According to the discussed future 472

directions in the paper, we add Experience, Erudite 473

and Uncooperative labels. Note that Entailment 474

and Erudite are both factual. The former is explic- 475

itly supported by the given knowledge, while the 476

latter is not directly supported but actually correct. 477

Uncooperative and Experience are highly related to 478

the dialogue scenario. The details of these metrics 479

and corresponding examples are shown in Table 3. 480

The comparison results shown in Figure 3 re- 481

veal some details of this anti-hallucination mech- 482
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Category Example

Entailment Evidence: Mervyn LeRoy (1900-1987) was an American director and producer.
Previous turn: Do you know about Mervyn LeRoy?
Response: You know, he is a famous American director and producer. In Chinese terms, it should be

regarded as an old-timer of an old artist.

Erudite Evidence: Hayao Miyazaki was born in Tokyo, Japan.
Previous turn: That’s right, he has two jobs, do you know him(Miyazaki)?
Response: Of course, he is a master of animation, with many masterpieces, such as "Princess

Mononoke", "Spirited Away"...

Experience Evidence: Stephen Chow’s main achievement is Best Director at the 21st Hong Kong Film Awards.
Previous turn: Wow, Stephen Chow has taken over all the positions in the film industry, it’s awesome.
Response: Well, it certainly goes without saying, I often watch his movies.

Generic Evidence: The Wedding Banquet (1993 American film directed by Ang Lee) starring Zhao Wenxuan.
Previous turn: Do you know Zhao Wenxuan?
Response: Yeah, I know.

Uncooperative Evidence: Sean Penn won his first best actor award at the 46th Berlin Film Festival for his prison
film "Dead Man Walk" in 1996.

Previous turn: He has so many awards, do you know what his first award work is?
Response: Yes, he has acted in many excellent films, I believe you can find him in many films, do you

know him?

Off-topic Evidence: Brad Pitt is an American film actor.
Previous turn: Yes, do you know where he is from?
Response: Are you abroad now?

Contradiction Evidence: Quentin Tarantino’s representative work is Inglourious Basterds.
Previous turn: What was his first movie?
Response: The first film he directed was Pulp Fiction, but there is no second one.

Table 3: Examples of each of the categories of our fine-grained hallucination, which are slightly refined from (Dziri
et al., 2021b). Labels are annotated manually. Note that Entailment, and Erudite have a positive effect on dialogue,
Off-topic, Contradiction, and Uncooperative are negative, and Experience and Generic are kinds of neutral.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Entailment

Erudite

Experience

Generic

Uncooperative

Off-topic

Contradiction

   w/ AH Positive
 w/o AH Positive
    w/ AH Neutral
  w/o AH Neutral
  w/ AH Negative
w/o AH Negative

Figure 3: Comparison of the distribution of fine-grained
hallucination labels before and after the implementation
of the anti-hallucination mechanism. The horizontal
axis represents the percentage of hallucination labels.

anism. (1) The proportion of generated responses483

supported by the given knowledge (Entailment) sig-484

nificantly increases, while some of them might be485

the previous Off-topic responses. A plausible expla-486

nation is that counterfactual decoding effectively487

makes the model concentrate on the relevant parts488

Metric w/o AH w/ AH ∆ (%)

Coherence 1.803 1.795 -0.4
Inconsistency↓ 0.137 0.095 -30.6
Informativeness 1.741 1.721 -1.1
Hallucination↓ 0.226 0.191 -15.4

Table 4: The results of human-chatbot evaluation. The
final results presented in the table are the average value
of the GLM utterances after filtering out invalid labels.

of K, as we discussed in Section 3.2. (2) Unco- 489

operative responses surprisingly decrease, which 490

demonstrates that the refined model tends to gener- 491

ate more helpful content related to the conversation. 492

The natural indirect effect (NIE) of D is strength- 493

ened. (3) Erudite results are stable, and this is be- 494

cause our approach is not working by introducing 495

external knowledgeable fact-checking. 496

Human-Chatbot Evaluation. As introduced 497

in Section 5.1, we conduct a human evaluation 498

to verify the effect of anti-hallucination decoding 499

on dialogue quality from another perspective. Ac- 500

cording to the evaluation results in Table 4, we 501

find that after counterfactual decoding, the Coher- 502

ence and Informativeness keep a high performance 503
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Method Round Time

Avg Max Avg Max

EVA 33.8 34 619.9 715.4
GLM(w/o AH) 30.5 40 675.2 744.5
GLM(w/ AH) 32.3 38 624.6 775.2

Table 5: The comparison results of online A/B Test.
Avg and Max correspond to the average and maximum
value after screening outliers.

(with a slight decline of 0.4% and 1.1%), while In-504

consistency↓ and Hallucination↓ drop significantly505

(30.6% and 15.4% correspondingly). This result506

corroborates with our primary observations in the507

overall performance, proving that our approach can508

indeed alleviate the hallucination without destroy-509

ing the model performance.510

Online A/B Test. We deploy the baseline model511

EVA, pure GLM, and our anti-hallucination GLM512

in an online environment to collect feedback from513

users. This evaluation follows the setting of the514

double-blind A/B test (Man et al., 1999). Table515

5 shows the collected statistics of results of over516

300 participants from May 18th, 2022 to May 25th,517

2022. We observe that the GLM (w/ AH) is com-518

petitive in both conversation rounds and duration of519

conversations, especially it outperforms the other520

two approaches regarding the longest duration.521

6 Related Work522

Knowledge-grounded Dialogue. Origin from523

open-domain dialogue (Ma et al., 2020), the524

task of knowledge-grounded dialogue (KGD) gen-525

eration aims to generate more informative re-526

sponses with the help of various external knowl-527

edge (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018), such as knowl-528

edge graphs (Dinan et al., 2018) and persona de-529

scriptions (Zhang et al., 2018). With the prosper-530

ity of pretrained language models (PLMs) (Brown531

et al., 2020; Du et al., 2022; Bao et al., 2021), re-532

cent KGD efforts preferably try to employ prompt-533

ing (Zheng and Huang, 2021) or adapters (Xu534

et al., 2021) for exploiting these models in this535

task. As the features of PLMs are still being inves-536

tigated (Liu et al., 2021), a fine-grained KGD result537

analysis is also essential (Roller et al., 2020). Mean-538

while, how to fairly evaluate KGD models (Moghe539

et al., 2018; Dinan et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2020b)540

remains a matter to be confirmed.541

Hallucination in NLG. Factual errors in generative542

models have been spotted for some time (Holtzman543

et al., 2019), and this topic has become conspicuous 544

along with the rising of PLMs (Petroni et al., 2019). 545

The problem of hallucination (also termed as un- 546

faithfulness, factual consistency, etc.) widely exists 547

in NLG tasks including dialogue (Santhanam et al., 548

2021), summarization (Pagnoni et al., 2021), trans- 549

lation (Zhou et al., 2020a) and data2text (Wiseman 550

et al., 2017). Whatever the intrinsic or extrinsic hal- 551

lucination, their causes are commonly summarized 552

as heuristic data collection, innate divergence and 553

knowledge bias, inspiring the mitigation methods 554

to conduct data filtering and fact-checking for al- 555

leviation. Considering the requirement of external 556

sources of these methods, we hope to exploit the 557

dialogue itself in anti-hallucination KGD. 558

Causal Inference. Counterfactual thinking and 559

causal inference (Pearl et al., 2000; Pearl and 560

Mackenzie, 2018) have inspired several studies in 561

artificial intelligence. Besides its contributions on 562

Computer Vision (Goyal et al., 2019; Niu et al., 563

2021), its application on linguistic tasks (Zmigrod 564

et al., 2019) is also a vigorous topic, especially data 565

augmentation (Chen et al., 2021) and model expla- 566

nation (Wu et al., 2021). Since there is no uniform 567

guidance on causal methods in relevant fields, we 568

hope that our efforts can call for more attention to 569

such insights in NLG tasks. 570

7 Conclusion and Future Work 571

In this paper, we propose a lightweight counterfac- 572

tual decoding mechanism for alleviating hallucina- 573

tion in Knowledge-grounded Dialogue generation. 574

After constructing the causal graph of KGD task, 575

we invoke the natural indirect effect (NIE) to en- 576

hance the dialogue quality by utilizing the conver- 577

sation itself. To evaluate the proposed method, we 578

conduct both benchmark and human evaluations on 579

the example implementation, and experimental re- 580

sults indicate that our counterfactual approach can 581

effectively reduce hallucination while maintaining 582

the good performance of other metrics. Beyond 583

the satisfactory outcomes, the detailed experiments 584

provide several promising directions in the future. 585

First, it is necessary to further investigate and dis- 586

cuss the fine-grained hallucination phenomenon of 587

KGD task, which may result in a more human-like 588

and friendly dialogue system. Second, construct- 589

ing a widely acceptable, automatic hallucination 590

evaluation metric is still emergent. Third, we sin- 591

cerely hope our attempts can inspire more efforts 592

in boosting NLG tasks via counterfactual thinking. 593
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Ethic Consideration594

For years the press has been arguing the use of AI595

and its pros and cons. One advance could be used596

in various ways and thus lead to different outcomes.597

In this supplement, we first take a brief on how598

might our method be used in both good and bad599

ways, then move on to the discussions about how to600

appropriately deploy our approach, along with the601

labor right consideration during our experiment.602

Potential Risk Analysis. Chatbot systems,603

which are one of the destinations of artificial in-604

telligence, have always attracted debate on their605

ethic issues (Følstad and Brandtzæg, 2017). Once606

a chatbot is equipped with sufficient knowledge,607

people are likely to rely more on what it expresses.608

Therefore, a controllable, explainable, and faithful609

chatbot system with excellent mitigation of hallu-610

cination is an emergent issue to be solved. How-611

ever, it is worth noting that even employing our612

anti-hallucination mechanism, the system still oc-613

casionally generates factual errors. We argue that614

any implemented dialogue system with our tech-615

niques needs to prominently mark that the system616

generated this content and prevent the trouble of617

being mistaken for a trusted human. For critical ar-618

eas such as healthcare and education, the use of our619

technology needs to be further licensed to prevent620

hidden risks.621

Annotator Right Consideration. For each re-622

cruited annotator, destroy the privacy of the indi-623

viduals in their conversational logs after evalua-624

tion, and we obtain permission from each person625

for other data to be disclosed. To serve their an-626

notation within reasonable working hours, we de-627

veloped a platform that allows them to terminate,628

pause, continue and modify the annotation results629

at any time. Compensation for each marker is nego-630

tiated to meet local salary standards, and the whole631

progress is supervised by the institution’s Ethics632

and Academic Committee.633
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Figure 4: Comparison of the average response time.

Figure 5: A screenshot of our human evaluation plat-
form, where annotators are grouped for double-blinded
evaluation, i.e., not accessible to the source of the as-
signed conversations.

A Supplement of Experimental Result921

A.1 Inference Efficiency922

We detect the time efficiency of our method by com-923

paring the average speed with baselines. As shown924

in Figure 4, the counterfactual KGD on both GLM925

and CTXL maintain a pretty good generation speed926

regarding the response time, because its two decod-927

ing processes can be simultaneously performed in928

a batch. Compared with the efficiency gap due to929

the backbone model scales, such adjustment only930

slightly increases the latency and does not affect931

the usability of generation models.932

I know something about it. It's an American
affectional movie, and is quite romantic.

You know the movie Before Sunrise?

Can you tell me about the plot?

Before Sunset is a 2004 American
romantic drama film ...The sequel
to Before Sunrise ... 

The hero and heroine meet in Paris, and
then the writer falls in love with the
journalist, ... finally the two get back
together.

Before Sunrise is a 1995
romantic drama film .....Lacking
the money to rent a room for the
night, they decide to....

The story is that two Americans travel
to Europe, due to the limited budget had
to take a train to , ... , agreed to meet in
Vienna six months later.

Before Sunrise ... follows 
Jesse and Céline as they meet on
a Eurail train and ....

Jesse, a young American, meets Celine,
a French schoolgirl, on a train. They
have a good conversation. ... Finally,
they agreed to meet again in half a year.

(External Knowledge) (Response)

Appropriate Knowledge

Mismatched Knowledge

With excessive information

Figure 6: The reproduced hallucination examples of
GLM (w/o AH). The hallucination occurs even though
the provided knowledge content is not erroneous.

A.2 Effect of Decay Function λ 933

We conduct qualitative analysis on the effect of 934

the decay function as shown in Figure 6. An in- 935

teresting finding is that the strength of the decay 936

is not monotonically correlated with the quality 937

of the generation; rather, it depends on other fac- 938

tors. From observation, the model performs better 939

with more substantial decay when the knowledge 940

content is highly relevant to the conversation and 941

vice versa. This observation inspires us that we 942

should subsequently optimize our mechanism by 943

exploring better mathematical models to correlate 944

the decay function with knowledge relevance to 945

achieve better KGD generation. 946

A.3 Case Study: The Cause of Hallucination 947

We reproduce the previously observed hallucina- 948

tion phenomena (Ishii et al., 2022). Although the 949

mismatched knowledge increases the risk of gen- 950

erating errors, some excessive information surpris- 951

ingly tends to cause imperceptible hallucination. 952

The hallucination problem cannot be thoroughly 953

solved by data-level fact-checking since the pre- 954

trained models initially hold some short-cutting 955

information and preserve quite a plenty of parame- 956

terized knowledge bias. 957

A.4 Fine-grained Annotation of Baselines 958

We also conduct fine-grained hallucination anno- 959

tation on the results of other baselines, which is 960

shown in Figure 8. According to the results, we 961
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Setting Example

α = 0.7 Evidence: If someone says the sentence that You are my lobster to you, it means he likes you
very much, just like Ross to Rachel in Friends.

Previous turn: A: What is there to eat in Changsha?
B: Stinky tofu, fried dough sticks and spicy lobster.
A: How is stinky tofu made?

Response: First fry the tofu yellow, then add the chili, then add some soy sauce, and finally
sprinkle with chopped green onion.

α = 0.3 Evidence: If someone says the sentence that You are my lobster to you, it means he likes you
very much, just like Ross to Rachel in Friends.

Previous turn: A: What is there to eat in Changsha?
B: Stinky tofu, fried dough sticks and spicy lobster.
A: How is stinky tofu made?

Response: It means, I like you, you are my lobster.

α = 0.9 Evidence: Miao Yanyu, a native of Ma’an mountain, climbed to the top of Makalu, the fifth
highest mountain in the world, located on the border between China and Nepal

Previous turn: A: Do you often go hiking, especially those famous peaks?
B: Yeah, I know a lot about it.
A: What is the fifth highest mountain in the world?

Response: The fifth highest mountain in the world is Makalu, and the altitude of it is 8463
meters.

α = 0.1 Evidence: Miao Yanyu, a native of Ma’an mountain, climbed to the top of Makalu, the fifth
highest mountain in the world, located on the border between China and Nepal

Previous turn: A: Do you often go hiking, especially those famous peaks?
B: Yeah, I know a lot about it.
A: What is the fifth highest mountain in the world?

Response: Makalu, located on the border between China and Nepal.

Table 6: Examples of the different α settings. Note that we only implement an example of the decay function λ. An
intuitive observation is the effect of decay function can not be independently considered.
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Figure 7: The user involvement distribution of online
A/B test of GLM (w/ AH).

observe that even when there are factual errors, the962

model rarely generates content that conflicts with963

the given knowledge (Contradiction). This implies964

that rather than the noise of the input text itself,965

the deeper cause of the hallucination is more due966

to parametric knowledge errors in the pretrained967

models, which are inspired by the input content.968

A.5 Human Evaluation Details 969

The human-chatbot evaluation is conducted in two 970

stages. For the generation stage, we deploy the dia- 971

logue service on the WeChat app with the toolkit 972

WeChaty4. And for the annotation stage, we de- 973

velop an online platform, as shown in Figure 5. To 974

prevent annotation bias, the evaluators are divided 975

into groups of three members, and each group is as- 976

signed the same dialogues. Meanwhile, the scores 977

given by any annotators are invisible to others. All 978

scoring items can be modified and withdrawn be- 979

fore submission. Annotators can log in and log out, 980

change their labels for already completed problems, 981

or continue evaluation from their current positions 982

freely during the mission period. 983

A.6 User Involvement Analysis 984

We summarize the user involvement statistics of 985

the deployed GLM (w/ AH) dialogue service. As 986

shown in Figure 7, the participants’ activities fol- 987

lows the normal distribution. It is worth noting 988

that over 52.1% of users chat with our chatbot for 989

more than 10 rounds. Most participants engage in 990

80− 90 rounds of conversation, and these conver- 991

4https://github.com/wechaty/wechaty
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Figure 8: The fine-grained hallucination annotation results of baseline models.

sations last more than 6.3 minutes. This indicates992

that the quality of conversations is stable and that993

the anti-hallucination model can maintain a com-994

petitive performance in double-blind online tests.995
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